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Affordable, Effective World-Class Training
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The Toyota production system is legendary in its success. Toyota set the standard for
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world-class manufacturing, and for years companies across the globe have been trying to learn
the secret of Toyota’s success. Finally, the opportunity has come to Southside Virginia.
In 1993 Fujio Cho, the President of Toyota Motor Manufacturing Kentucky, issued a challenge

“Lean”

to the University of Kentucky: Study the Toyota production system to learn why it was so successful and then teach that system to other companies.
The university accepted the challenge and formed the University of Kentucky’s Center for
Manufacturing, which is now recognized as a world leader in Lean Manufacturing.
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Basic Courses:
• Principles and Practices of Lean
Production Systems

• Lean Operations Management

Through a special partnership between DCC and the University of Kentucky, Virginia employers can now learn firsthand from the experts how to emulate the Toyota success story and help
their company become . . .

“This program is so comprehensive.
It takes you through the whole philosophy. Other training usually just
teaches the tools. This program
teaches the philosophy in combination
with the tools.” --Bill Duarte

“The management team that went through this
program has been able to apply what we’ve learned
even to the start-up phase of our plant here. We’ve
applied staffing strategies, and we’ve modeled our
organization around the structures we’ve learned in
class.” --Doug Agner

Industrial Engineer, Columbia Forest Products

• Organizational Learning for the Lean
Enterprise

Advanced Courses:
• Lean Value Stream Design
• Management for a Lean System
• Leadership for the Lean Enterprise
Upon completion of all six courses and passing
a written exam, participants are awarded the
prestigious Lean Systems Certificate from the
University of Kentucky’s Center for Manufacturing.

Danville Operations Mgr, Yorktowne Cabinetry

“The DCC/UK partnership presents some real ground-breaking opportunities. Ordinarily, community colleges
don’t have the funds or other resources to offer this caliber of training. Employers would usually have to send
their employees on extended travel to participate in something like this, and that can really get expensive.
The partnership we have developed with the University of Kentucky enables us to offer this top-notch training
program on a local and highly affordable level.” --Jeff Arnold
DCC Director of Business, Industry, and Economic Assistance

The DCC/UK Lean program is composed of six modules.
Traditionally, students complete one module a week,
attending class for three 8-hour days per week; however,
program scheduling is flexible and can be adjusted to meet
the varying needs of employers. The DCC and UK staffs
are eager to review your company needs and discuss how
Lean can help your organization move to the next level.

